bstract. We generalize the solution theory for a class of delay type differential equations developed in a previous paper, dealing with the Hilbert space case, to a Banach space setting. The key idea is to consider differentiation as an operator with the whole real line as the underlying domain as a means to incorporate pre-history data. We focus our attention on the issue of causality of the differential equations as a characterizing feature of evolutionary problems and discuss various examples. The arguments mainly rely on a variant of the contraction mapping theorem and a few well-known facts from functional analysis.
Introduction
In this note, we present a unified Banach space perspective to a class of ordinary differential equations with memory and delay effects. This class is often summarized under the umbrella term delay differential equations: 9 xptq " f pt, x t , 9
x t q t P I, I Ň R interval, where 9 x denotes the (time-)derivative of x and x t denotes the history segment of x, cf. e.g. [7, 11] see also Example 2.16 below. These equations have many applications in engineering or sciences. We refer to [1, 6] and the references therein for an account of various applications.
The class considered here covers ordinary differential equations, differential difference equations, integro-differential equations or even neutral differential equations. Using some basic functional analysis, the main contribution of this note is that the aforementioned equations can be treated in a unified manner. The core idea consists in the treatment of the problem on the whole real axis as time-line. This enables us to conveniently detour the introduction of certain (pre-)history spaces, cf. e.g. [7, 13] . Moreover, we do not need to introduce an extended state space as it can be done for linear theory using semi-group methods, see e.g. [2] .
Our perspective also shows that finite and infinite delay do not need different treatment. However, our focus is on existence of solutions and continuous dependence on the data rather than the continuity or differentiability or other qualitative properties of the solution itself. This yields an elementary solution theory at least for L p -spaces. Though parts of our results are covered by well-known theory, we have more freedom in choosing righthand sides. In particular, we can solve delay differential equations with certain measures or functions with unbounded variation as right-hand sides, cf. Subsection 3.2.
Our development of a solution theory for delay differential equations starts in Section 1, where we state a variant of the contraction mapping theorem tailored for operator equations in the abstract form Cx " F pxq, for x residing in some Banach space X and F being Lipschitz-continuous in suitable sense and C : DpCq Ň X Ñ X being a closed, densely defined, continuously invertible linear operator. The remaining parts of this paper are essentially applications of the results from Section 1. To this end, we have to establish the (time-)derivative as a continuously invertible operator. Thus, both the Sections 2 and 3 start with the definition of the time-derivative as a continuously invertible operator in a L p -space and in a space of continuous functions.
Having our main applications of delay differential equations in mind, we introduce the (time-)derivative on functions defined on the whole real line as time axis. If one wants to recover classical theory, e.g. initial value problems for ordinary differential equations, one has to know that the solution of a differential equation depends only on the past of the righthand side. The latter is summarized by the notion of causality, see [15] or Definition 2.9 below. Thus, in both the Section 2 and 3, we also show causality of the respective solution operators. These sections are complemented by the discussion of several examples.
It should be noted that many ideas rely on results and strategies used in reference [14] , where a Hilbert space perspective is preferred. The idea of introducing the time-derivative as a continuously invertible operator stems from references [17, 18, 19] , which in view of the L 8 -considerations in Section 3 shows its kinship to ideas developed back in 1952 by Morgenstern, [16] .
The general solution theory -a variant of the contraction mapping theorem
Let X be a Banach space and let C : DpCq Ň X Ñ X be a densely defined closed linear operator with 0 P ̺pCq. Then X 1 pCq :" pDpCq, |C¨| X q is a Banach space. Moreover, define X´1pCq to be the completion pX, |C´1¨| X q " of pX, |C´1¨| X q and let X 0 pCq :" X. If the operator C is clear from the context, we omit the reference to the operator C in the notation of the associated spaces. We have
in the sense of continuous and dense embedding. Furthermore, C : DpCq Ň X 0 Ñ X´1 is isometric and densely defined with dense range. Hence, C can be extended to an isometric isomorphism. We identify C with its extension. The fundamental solution theory is based on the following variant of the contraction mapping theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let F : X 0 Ñ X´1 be a strict contraction and let |F | Lip pă 1q be the best Lipschitz constant for F . Then the equation
Cx " F pxq has a unique fixed point x P X 0 . If y P X 0 and n P N then the following estimates hold
Proof. The operator C´1 : X´1 Ñ X 0 is an isometric isomorphism. Hence, C´1F p¨q is a strict contraction in X 0 . The contraction mapping theorem yields the assertion. The estimates are well-known.
Cx " F pxq has a unique fixed point x P X 1 .
Proof. The mapping CF pC´1¨q satisfies the assumptions from Theorem 1.1. Hence, there exists a unique fixed point r x P X 0 such that C r x " CF pC´1r xq.
Therefore x :" C´1r x P X 1 satisfies Cx " F pxq.
Now, let u P X 1 satisfy Cu " F puq. Then Cu satisfies the equation CpCuq " CF puq " CF pC´1pCuqq and thus, Cu " r x, which gives u " x. Theorem 1.3. Let F, G : X 0 Ñ X´1 be Lipschitz continuous and assume that the respective Lipschitz semi-norms, i.e., the best Lipschitz constants, |F | Lip and |G| Lip satisfy
Let x, y P X 0 satisfy Cx " F pxq and Cy " Gpyq.
Proof. By assumption, we have
This yields the assertion.
The reflexive case -delay differential equations in L p -spaces
For the whole section, let p P p1, 8q and denote by q the conjugate exponent such that 1 p`1 q " 1. Let X be a Banach space.
Definition of the time-derivative
Denoting by µ ν the weighted Lebesgue measure on R with Radon-Nikodym derivative x Þ Ñ e´ν px for ν P R, we define
Note that the mapping e´ν m : L p,ν pR; Xq Ñ L p pR; Xq, f Þ Ñ px Þ Ñ e´ν x f pxqq is isometrically isomorphic 1 .
Definition 2.1. We define
where C 8 c pR; Xq :" tφ; φ indefinitely differentiable, supp φ compactu.
The operator B ν is clearly closable and its closure coincides with the distributional derivative. Henceforth, we will not distinguish notationally between B ν and its closure. In order to apply the general solution theory to B ν in place of C, we need the following theorem: 
Now, for n P N and some x P X with |x| " 1 define φ n ptq :" 1 n 1{p e νm χ r0,ns ptqx for all t P R. For n P N let u n :" χ r0,8q˚φn . It is easy to that u n ptq " 1 νn 1{p`e ν mintt,nu´1˘x for all t P R and that |φ n | " 1 for all n P N. Moreover, an easy computation shows that |u n | Ñ The equality`χ r0,8q˚˘´1 " B ν follows by differentiation of the convolution integral. 1 The m in the expression e´ν m serves as reminder of multiplication. We will frequently use this notation. For instance, let φ : R Ñ R and ψ : R Ñ E for some vector space E. Then we define φpmqψ to be the mapping φpmqψ : R Ñ E, t Þ Ñ φptqψptq.
Remark 2.3. If ν ă 0, then a similar result holds. The respective inverse, however, is now given by`´χ p´8,0s˚˘´1 . Now, we are in the situation of our general solution theory with C " B ν .
For convenience, we describe the space X´1pB ν q in more detail. We let W Proof. Let φ P L p,ν pR; X 1 q be such that |B´1 ν φ| " 1. Then, for ψ P W 1 q,´ν pR; Xq with |B´νψ| q,´ν " 1 we have
This establishes the continuity of ι : L p,ν pR; X 1 q Ñ W 1 q,´ν pR; Xq 1 , f Þ Ñ f with norm less than or equal to 1. Now, since L q,0 pR; Xq 1 " L p,0 pR; X 1 q by the reflexivity of X, we find r ψ in the unit ball of L q,0 pR; X 1 q such that xe´ν m B´1 ν φ, r ψy 0,0 " 1. Defining ψ :"´B´1 ν pe νm q´1 r ψ, we get that |ψ| q,´ν,1 " 1. Thus, ι is isometric.
It remains to prove that L p,ν pR; X 1 q is dense in`W 1 q,´ν pR; Xq˘1. Let φ be a continuous linear functional on`W 1 q,´ν pR; Xq˘1 vanishing on L p,ν pR; X 1 q. By the reflexivity of X, we deduce that φ P W 1 q,´ν pR; Xq. Hence, φ " 0.
For our general solution theory the following corollary will be useful.
Corollary 2.5. Let ℓ P t1, 0,´1u and ν P Rzt0u and assume X to be reflexive. Then, we have W´ℓ q,´ν pR;
Proof. The result is clear as a consequence of Theorem 2.4.
2 Note that, as a consequence, we have for any σ-finite measure space pΩ, µq the property 
Solution theory
We restate the basic solution theory in our particular situation. However, we shall restrict ourselves to a particular form of right-hand sides. We will need the following types of additional test function spaces:
pR; Xq :" tφ; φ indefinitely differentiable, sup supp φ ă 8, Dn P N : supp φ pnq compactu and C
8,c
pR;
We note here that we do not assume any specific continuity property of the functionals in C 8,c
pR; Xq 1 . The particular continuity property will be assumed in the following definition.
Definition 2.6 (eventually pk, ℓq-contracting). Let k, ℓ P t1, 0,´1u and let Y be a reflexive Banach space. A mapping F :
pR; Y 1 q 1 is called eventually pk, ℓq-Lipschitz continuous if the following assumptions are satisfied:
• there exists ν 0 ą 0 such that for all ν ŕ ν 0 we have F p0q P W´ℓ q,´ν pR;
• there exists ν 1 ą 0 and
For an eventually pk, ℓq-Lipschitz continuous mapping F , we denote by F ν its Lipschitz continuous extension from W be p0,´1q-contracting. Then, for ν large enough, the equation
Proof. This result is a special case of Theorem 1.1.
Remark 2.8. The analogous result also holds for p1, 0q-contracting mappings. Moreover, since the norm of B´1 ν as a mapping from L p,ν into itself is bounded by 1 ν
, we also get a solution theory for p0, 0q-and p1, 1q-Lipschitz mappings, cf. [14, Corollary 3.4].
As causality is a characterizing feature of time-evolution, we are particularly interested in establishing causality of the solution operator. pR; X 1 q, we get that χ r0,8q˚w pφq " wpχ p´8,0s˚φ q " wp´B´1 ν φq " xw,´B´1 ν φy 0,0 " xB´1 ν w, φy 0,0 " B´1 ν wpφq. pR;
Solution theory
Proof. The proof follows essentially along the lines of [14, Theorem 4.5]. Since we are, however, dealing with a Banach space setting here, the arguments are more delicate and thus worth recalling in detail. Let t P R, ν 1 such that |F ν | Lip ă 1 for all ν ŕ ν 1 . Let φ P C 8 pRq be bounded. For ν ŕ ν 1 and v P C pR; X 1 q with sup supp ψ ő t we compute
By continuity, we deduce that
Hence, letting ν Ñ 8, we get the assertion. pR;
Proof. The proof follows the ideas of the proof of [14, Theorem 4.6]: Let t P R, ν P R ŕν 1 . Denoting by w ν the solution of
we recall w ν P L p,ν pR; Xq. Moreover, we have due to Theorem 2.12
Then, as B´1 ν 1 F ν 1 coincides with B´1 ν 2 F ν 2 on C 8 c pR; Xq and as an approximating sequence of C 8 c pR; Xq-functions for χ Răt pm 0 qw ν 2 can be chosen to converge in both L p,ν 1 pR; Xq and L p,ν 2 pR; Xq, we arrive at
Hence,
Since |F ν 1 | Lip ă 1 the assertion follows.
Examples of admissible delay differential equations
Before we illustrate the applicability of our abstract theorems, we introduce the notion of having delay and of being amnesic for mappings from function spaces into function spaces. Definition 2.14. Let E, F be vector spaces. A mapping W : DpW q Ň E R Ñ F R is called amnesic if for all t P R, x, y P DpW q we have χ Rąt pmqpx´yq " 0 ñ χ Rąt pmqpW pxq´W pyqq " 0 W is said to have delay if W is not amnesic.
We shall give some examples of mappings having delay.
Example 2.15 (Discrete delay
Thus, τ θ " e νθ .
Example 2.16 (Continuous delay). The mapping Θ : L p,ν pR; Xq Ñ L p,ν pR; L p pR ă0 ; Xqq φ Þ Ñ φ p¨q :" pt Þ Ñ pθ Þ Ñ φpt`θclearly has delay. We compute its operator norm. For
Hence, Θ "
To incorporate initial value problems, it is convenient to have an adapted point trace result.
Theorem 2.17 (Sobolev embedding). For ν P Rzt0u, define
We endow C ν pR; Xq with the norm |¨| ν,8 such that it becomes a Banach space. The mapping
Proof. We shall only prove the case ν ą 0. The case ν ă 0 can be dealt with similarly.
Let f P C Letting s Ñ´8 in this inequality, we arrive at
which gives the continuity result.
By the aforementioned theorem, ι can be uniquely continuously extended to W 1 p,ν pR; Xq. As the extension of ι is the extension of the identity mapping, we omit ι in the following, and choose, without giving explicit reference to it, the continuous representer of a W Now, we have all the tools at hand to apply our general solution theory to a number of example cases. Unique existence of u follows from our general solution theory. The remaining facts follow from the representation u´χ R ą0 pmqu " u´B´1 ν δu 0 " B´1 ν F puq and causality of B´1 ν F ν . Example 2.19 (Finite discrete delay). Let θ 1 , . . . , θ n P R ő0 be distinct, and let Φ :
pR; X 1 q 1 be p0,´1q-contracting. Then, for ν sufficiently large, the equation B ν u " Φ ν pτ θ 1 u,¨¨¨, τ θn uq admits a unique solution u P L p,ν pR; Xq.
It suffices to observe that the operator norm of
can be estimated arbitrarily close to 1, if ν was chosen sufficiently large. pR; X 1 q 1 be p0,´1q-Lipschitz. Then, for ν sufficiently large, the equation
admits a unique solution, if ν is chosen sufficiently large.
The assertion follows from the Example 2.16, where we estimated the operator norm of the mapping φ Þ Ñ φ p¨q in the weighted spaces under consideration. 
Note that the operator norm of W 1 p,ν pR; Xq Ñ L p,ν pR; Xq 2 , f Þ Ñ pf, B ν f q is bounded if ν Ñ 8 and that the mapping L p,ν pR; Xq Q f Þ Ñ f p¨q P L p,ν pR; L p pR ă0 ; Xqq has operator norm tending to 0 if ν Ñ 8, by the aforementioned example. We deduce that Θ is eventually p1, 0q-contracting, with arbitrarily small operator norm and that the map Φ˝Θ is eventually p1, 0q-contracting. Hence, our general solution theory applies.
In the following, we will treat some more concrete examples form the literature.
Example 2.22. The following example has been considered in [3, 4, 12] and the references therein. Let B P L 1 pR ą0 ; R nˆn q, pA j q j P ℓ 1 pN; R nˆn q, pt j q j P R N ě0 and let f P L p pR; R n q be such that the support is bounded from below. Consider the problem of finding x P L p,ν pR; R nˆn q such that
The unique existence of x follows by observing that the operator
The first term we estimate as follows. Let x P L p,ν pR; R n q. Then
In [5] the oscillations of possible solutions to the following problem are discussed.
Example 2.23. Let k P N, n P N ą0 and for j P t0, . . . , ku let p j : R Ñ R be continuous and bounded and σ j P R ą0 . Let f P L p pRq with support bounded from below and consider the following neutral differential equation of n'th order
For ν P R ą0 , we may equally discuss
The latter is the same as
We observe that this is a fixed point problem, which admits a unique solution for ν large enough. Indeed, the operator norm of
can be estimated by
which is eventually less than 1 if ν is large enough. Note that for having a solution theory, the continuity of the p j 's was not needed.
A different class of neutral differential equations, which was considered in [9, 10] is as follows. We shall treat the Hilbert space case here for convenience.
Example 2.24. Let H be a Hilbert space and M, L P LpL 2 pR ă0 ; Hq; Hq. Consider the following equation
where f P L 2 pR; Hq with support bounded from below is given. Our space-time approach prerequisites the consideration of the operator
in a slightly different version than before. We note that for φ P C 8 c pR; Hq and ν P R ą0 , we have
For any ν P R ą0 there is a continuous extension Θ ν as a mapping from L 2,ν pR; Hq to L 2,ν pR; L 2 pR ă0 ; Hqq. Moreover, for all x P L 2,ν pR; Hq we have
This equality yields the closedness of the range of Θ ν . Continuous extension of (2) for all φ P W 1 2,ν pR; Hq yields that B ν leaves RpΘ ν q invariant. Furthermore, we have the same property for B´1 ν . Hence, our perspective on (1) is the following. Consider
By the continuous invertibility of Θ and the intertwining relation (2), this is the same as to consider
Assume M ν : RpΘ ν q Ñ RpΘ ν q, y Þ Ñ Θ ν My to be continuously invertible. Therefore, we formulate the equation as follows
for y P RpΘ ν q. Now, our general solution theory applies to the equation
This yields a unique solution y P RpΘ ν q. The solution of equation (1) is then given by x " Θ´1 ν M´1 ν y.
The non-reflexive case -spaces of continuous functions
In this section, we will describe how to adapt the general solution theory of Section 1 to the non-reflexive setting. The main difficulty to overcome is to give appropriate meaning to "eventually pk, ℓq-Lipschitz continuous" in order to state a coherent theory. For the whole section, let X be a Banach space. We focus here on the L 8 -norm, we could, however, also treat the case of L 1 -functions. As the case of L 1 is a hybrid of distributional derivatives similar to the previous part and the issues resulting from the non-reflexivity of the underlying space as discussed in the following sections, we only consider the L 8 -norm here.
The time-derivative
The distributional time-derivative as presented in Section 2 cannot be used in the straightforward way by choosing L 8 as underlying space, since the (distributional) time-derivative would not be densely defined anymore. Thus, we consider the more or less classical way of discussing delay differential equations and use the space of Banach space valued continuous functions C ν pR; Xq, which we have already defined in Theorem 2.17, as the underlying space.
Definition 3.1. For ν P R, define B ν : C 1 ν pR; Xq Ň C ν pR; Xq Ñ C ν pR; Xq, f Þ Ñ f 1 , where C 1 ν pR; Xq :" tf P C ν pR; Xq; f 1 P C ν pR; Xqu.
Proof. For f P C 8 c pR; Xq and ν ą 0, we compute
In order to see the remaining inequality, for n P N take a function φ n P C 8 c pRq such that 0 ő φ n ő 1 and φ n " 1 on r´n, ns. Let x P X with |x| " 1 and define f n ptq :" e νt φ n ptqx for n P N,t P R. Note that |f n | Cν pR;Xq ő 1 for all n P N. Moreover, observe that for n P N we have supt e´ν t pB´1 ν f n qptq ; t P Ru ŕ e´ν
This yields B´1 ν ŕ 1 ν
. The case ν ă 0 is similar.
Hence, B ν is a possible choice for C in the basic solution theory. Before, we state the solution theory also in this case, we define eventually Lipschitz continuous mappings to have a prototype of right-hand sides at hand. We denote C k ν pR; Xq :" X k pB ν q for k P t1, 0,´1u. Due to the non-reflexivity of C ν pR; Xq, we cannot define eventual Lipschitz continuity for mappings with values in a space of linear functionals. Instead of characterizing the negative extrapolation spaces as suitable duals, we introduce the space C´8pR; Xq :" Ť νPR ą0
C´1 ν pR; Xq. In order to compare elements of "negative" spaces for different parameters ν, we define the following equality relation between these elements: For φ P C´1 ν pR; Xq and ψ P C´1 µ pR; Xq we define
Remark 3.3. Let φ P C´1 ν pR; Xq, ψ P C´1 µ pR; Xq with φ " ψ. Then there exists a sequence p̺ n q nPN in C 8 c pR; Xq such that ̺ n Ñ φ in C´1 ν pR; Xq and ̺ n Ñ ψ in C´1 µ pR; Xq as n Ñ 8. Indeed, let pγ n q nPN P C 8 c pRq N be a mollifier and define r ̺ n :" γ n˚B´1 ν φ P C ν pR; Xq X C µ pR; Xq. Then we obtain, due to the continuity of the translation operator r0, 1s Q s Þ Ñ pf Þ Ñ f p¨`sqq P LpC ν pR; Xqq for each ν P R ą0 , that r ̺ n Ñ B´1 ν φ in C ν pR; Xq and C µ pR; Xq as n Ñ 8. For k P N let now χ k P C 8 c pRq such that 0 ď χ k ď 1 and χ k " 1 on p´k, kq. Then an easy computation shows χ k r ̺ n Ñ r ̺ n in C ν pR; Xq and C µ pR; Xq as k Ñ 8. Hence, we find a strictly increasing sequence pk n q n of integers such that p̺ n q n :" ppχ kn r ̺ n q 1 q n has the desired properties. • there exists ν 0 ą 0 such that for all ν ŕ ν 0 we have F p0q P C´1 ν pR; Y q,
• there exists ν 1 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all ν ŕ ν 1 , u, v P C 8 c pR; Xq we have
For an eventually pk, ℓq-Lipschitz continuous mapping F , we denote by F ν its Lipschitz continuous extension from C Proof. Clear.
Remark 3.7. The latter theorem also extends to the case of p1, 0q-contracting. Moreover, similar to Section 2 and due to Proposition 3.2, we also have a solution theory for p0, 0q-or p1, 1q-Lipschitz continuous mappings, which is the common situation. Proof. Let ν 0 P R ą0 be such that F admits a Lipschitz-continuous extension for all ν ŕ ν 0 . Let τ P R and let φ P C 8 pRq be such that 0 ő φ ő 1, φpsq " 0 for s ŕ τ and φptq " 1 for t ő τ´ε for some ε P R ą0 . We show that B´1 ν F ν pvqptq " B´1 ν F ν pφpmqvqptq for v P C 8 c pR; Xq and t ő τ´ε. Let ψ P C 8 c pR; X 1 q be such that sup supp ψ ő τ´ε. We compute for v P C 8 c pR; Xq and η ŕ ν ż 
This yields causality.
Examples
Theorem 3.9 (Independence of ν ). Let F : C 8 c pR; Xq Ñ C´8pR; Xq be p0,´1q-contracting and ν 0 ą 0 such that |F ν | Lip ă 1 for each ν ŕ ν 0 . Let ν ŕ µ ŕ ν 0 and let v ν P C ν pR; Xq, v µ P C µ pR; Xq denote the solutions of the equations
Proof. Let t P R and let φ P C 8 pRq be such that 0 ő φ ő 1 and φpsq " 0 for s ŕ t and φpsq " 1 for s ő t´ε for some ε ą 0. Note that for w P C ν pR; Xq we have φpmqw P C µ pR; Xq with |φpmqw| µ,8 ď e pν´µqt |φpmqw| ν, 8 . Hence, B´1 ν F ν pφpmqv ν q " B´1 µ F µ pφpmqv ν q, since we can approximate φpmqv ν by the same sequence of test functions in both spaces C ν pR; Xq and C µ pR; Xq. Hence, we obtain by using the causality of B´1 ν F ν
Thus, we get χ Răt pmqv ν " χ Răt pmqv µ for each t P R and hence, v ν " v µ .
Let us describe the space C´8pR; Rq :" C´8pRq in more detail. Let µ be a Borel measure on R such that for some ν ą 0 we have t Þ Ñ µpp´8, tsq P C ν pRq. Then µ P C´1 ν pRq. Indeed, let pg n q n be a C 8 c pRq sequence approximating µpp´8,¨sq in C ν pRq. Then g 1 n converges to µ in C´1 ν pRq. Moreover, the derivative applied to µpp´8,¨sq is just the distributional derivative: Let φ P C 8 c pRq then we have for n P N ż
A particular instance of such measures are bounded measures with support bounded below and a continuous cumulative distribution function. As a non-trivial example we mention the derivative of the "devil's staircase".
Another example is the derivative of the function f : x Þ Ñ χ r0,8q cosp Example 3.10 (IVP for ODE). Let F : DpF q Ň X R Ñ C´8pR; Xq with F pφq " 0 for each φ P C 8 c pR; XqpŇ DpFwith supp φ Ň p´8, 0q. We assume that for every x P X the mapping G x : C 8 c pR; Xq Ñ C´8pR; Xq φ Þ Ñ F pφ`χ r0,8q xq is p0,´1q-contracting. Then, by Theorem 3.6, we find for every u p0q P X a unique solution v P C ν pR; Xq of the equation
Moreover, due to causality, v is supported on r0, 8q. We define u :" v`χ r0,8q u p0q P C´1 ν pR; Xq, which solves the equation 9 u " F puq on the half axis R ą0 . Furthermore, v " u´χ r0,8q u p0q is continuous and thus, 0 " vp0´q " vp0`q " up0`q´u p0q , which gives that u satisfies the initial condition up0`q " u p0q .
Remark 3.11 (Nemitzkii-operator). The mapping F : φ Þ Ñ pt Þ Ñ f pφptfor some Lipschitz continuous f : X Ñ X satisfies the assumptions from the previous example.
Example 3.12. Let H be a Hilbert space. Let T, K P LpHq. Consider the initial value problem: # 9 Sptq " T Sptq´SptqT , t ą 0, Sp0q " K.
The latter equation has a unique continuous solution S : R ŕ0 Ñ LpHq. Indeed, consider the operator r¨, T s : LpHq Ñ LpHq, S Þ Ñ T S´ST.
The latter is a continuous mapping with norm bounded by 2 T . Considering G K as above with F pφq :" pt Þ Ñ rφptq, T sq for functions φ : R Ñ LpHq, we are in the situation of Example 3.10.
Similarly to Section 2, we are now in the position to discuss several delay type equations. For sake of brevity we shall only list the operators involved and compute their operator norms.
Example 3.13. The operator τ θ : C ν pR; Xq Ñ C ν pR; Xq, f Þ Ñ f p¨`θq has operator norm e νθ , which can be read off from the following. From e´ν t f pt`θq " e νθ e´ν pt`θq f pt`θq for t P R and f P C 8 c pR; Xq, we see that τ θ " e νθ .
Example 3.14. The operator C ν pR; Xq Q φ Þ Ñ φ p¨q P C ν pR; C b pR ă0 ; Xqq has norm bounded by 1. Indeed, for t P R and φ P C Remark 3.15. Note that φ Þ Ñ φ p¨q is not a strict contraction for ν large as it has been in the L p -case. Hence, in order to solve equations of the form B ν u " F ν pu p¨F ν needs to be p0,´1q-contracting. So, Lipschitz-continuity does not suffice to establish a well-posedness theorem, at least in the continuous case. Moreover, note that this perspective also effects neutral differential equations of the form B ν u " F ν pu p¨q , pB ν uq p¨for suitable F . In that case one has to assume that F is p0, 0q-contracting and not only p0, 0q-Lipschitz.
